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Update on Wilmar’s attempts to strip growers of
their rights to utilise QSL
A win for CANEGROWERS
in the David and Goliath battle
Last night, there was a sense of anticipation and
an
undercurrent
of
excitement
as
CANEGROWERS representatives from across
the State got together for an informal chat prior
to moving to the Visitors’ Gallery in Parliament
House for the debate and vote on Shane Knuth’s
Private Members Bill Real Choice in Marketing.
It was wonderful to hear first-hand the huge
efforts of our CANEGROWERS colleagues all
working together to ensure as many MPs as
possible heard first-hand the views and wishes
of Queensland cane farming families compared
to the hysterical media that Wilmar and the
ASMC have been spruiking.
Due to the debate coinciding with the hearing in
the Supreme Court of our long term legal 2010
dispute with Wilmar, Canegrowers Burdekin was
able to put forward a large representation which Celebrating after the vote: Maryann Salvetti CANEGROWERS Tablelands Director, Phil
included 6 Directors and Managers Debra Marano, Andrew Cripps MP, Owen Menkens, Peter Sheedy CANEGROWERS Herbert
River, Deb Frecklington Shadow Minister for Agriculture, Steve Gauzzo Vice-Chairman of
Burden and Wayne Smith.
CANEGROWERS Qld and Warren Males CANEGROWERS Qld
Representatives from CANEGROWERS Qld included Chair Paul Schembri, CEO Dan Galligan, Head of Economics Warren
Males plus former CEO Brendan Stewart also attended as he was keen to see the outcome.
Dominic Nolan and Jim Crane from the ASMC were in the Visitors’ Gallery and we were not aware of any other Milling
representatives amongst the 40 odd grower representatives.
Debate on Shane Knuth’s Private Members Bill commenced at 7:40pm and there were not many MPs in the House at that stage.
Shane tabled his amendments to his Bill during his opening address and spoke strongly that much has been said about the rights
of the millers but what about the rights of the growers.
Shadow Minister for Agriculture Deb Frecklington was next to speak and spoke for the Bill. Deb tabled a copy of the LNP
amendments to the Bill together with a copy of the 2005 MOU signed at the time of deregulation (click here) and saying that this
MOU was signed with goodwill and hope for the future and with QSL to remain the industry marketer. Deb stressed the current
marketing impasse must be resolved and made some stinging comments in regard to Minister Byrne’s failure to liaise with
CANEGROWERS.
Continues page 2-3
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A win for CANEGROWERS continued
ALP MP Jennifer Howard the Chair for the Agriculture and Environment Committee was next to speak and she spoke against the
Bill saying the Ag Committee had undertaken a review of the initial Private Members Bill and it contained too many unresolved
issues to support. Other comments included that the Bill would cost $1.5b and take 18 months to implement and would introduce
sovereign risk plus that the Bill was bad for the sugar industry and bad for regions.
Lawrence Springborg (Leader of the Opposition) next spoke in favour of the Bill. Lawrence stated that the LNP had given a
commitment prior to the last election that they would move to introduce legislation if required and they have worked with the KAP
to introduce the amendments.
Lawrence made comments relating to the extraordinary hysterical media coverage that the millers and the ALP have generated
around this matter.
ALP Linus Power (a member of the Ag & Environment Committee) then spoke against the Bill. Linus made some comments
relating to the Ag Committee’s visit to Pioneer Mill and to the KFSU factory. He also spoke about “Corporate Social
responsibility”.
Local Burdekin MP Dale Last (who has championed for growers rights throughout this long and drawn out affair) spoke next in
favour of the Bill. Dale stated that the LNP had promised at the election that if this matter could not be worked out between
millers and growers than legislation. Dale was scaving of Minister Byrne’s recent FIFO scare mongering stunt to Invicta Mill
which created concern amongst not just mill workers but also the 12,000 farm workers worried for their jobs. Dale advised
growers are only seeking a “fair go”.
LNP Jason Costigan (Whitsunday) spoke in favour of the Bill and was outraged at Minister Byrne’s recent comments calling
growers “Militant” and was very outspoken at Minister Byrne’s failure to attend various key agriculture events. Jason made
reference to a book on the cane industry titled “In their own Hands” and commented that tonight the future of the cane industry is
in our hands and the tipping point has come.
ALP Barry Saunders (Maryborough) spoke against the Bill commenting that MSF is a great company and a good corporate
citizen and that this Bill will impact MSF and could reduce it to a toll crusher. Barry stated that Mike Barry (CEO MSF) had told
him investment will dry up.
LNP Steven Bennett (Bundaberg) then spoke for the Bill and outlined the process undertaken by the LNP to develop the
amendments. A particular point raised was the inclusion of a “Mechanism for Dispute resolution” due to concerns around “PreContract Arbitration”.
ALP Aaron Harper (Thuringowa) spoke against the Bill. Aaron spoke about potential impact on the Port of Townsville and quoted
Burdekin grower Ben Neilson’s comment in the Townville Bulletin “The sky’s the limit” (this was in relation to Ben signing the
interim CSA and related to having Wilmar as a marketer).
Herbert River LNP Andrew Cripps spoke passionately and knowledgably in favour of the Bill. Andrew stressed that this is not a
simple issue it is a complex issue. He provided an overview of how growers are paid for their cane stressing that growers are not
paid when ownership of their product is transferred and it is due to this that growers have a real economic interest. Andr ew
pointed out to Aaron that the Bill allows growers like Ben Neilson to choose Wilmar as a marketer if they wish ...but it also allows
growers to choose QSL. Andrew advised that the LNP, the ALP and the Ag & Environment Committee did not support the KAP
Private Members Bill in its initial form and that is why the various amendments have been put forward.
Andrew stressed that the LNP had made an election commitment to act if necessary and they are honouring that commitment.
ALP MP Jim Pearce (Mirani) was next to speak and stated that he supported the Bill. (The observers in the gallery thought he
may cross the floor for the vote ...which in the end did not occur). Jim said that he supported the Bill as his background is as a
coal miner and he knows how international’s act. He quoted a letter to him from Peter Sheedy (Herbert River CANEGROWERS
Manager) this letter made clear that growers are united on this issue. Jim also advised that he had sought his own legal advice
and he was concerned about what would happen to cane farmers once Wilmar get a hold. Jim ended by saying it puts him in a
position that he was concerned for the future of farmers.
Several other MPs from both sides also spoke.

Continues page 3
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A win for CANEGROWERS continued
ALP Deputy Leader Jackie Trad spoke against the Bill making several references to her role as the Minister for Trade and making
reference to the need for this to be about the whole industry and her concerns that the Bill would damage Queensland as an
investment option of choice and could damage Queensland as the “Investor State”. Comments around re-regulation, sovereign
risk where made. Jackie ended by saying the Bill will spell “Doom for the Industry”.
Independent Billy Gordon was second last to speak and came out strongly saying he was voting for the Bill and after much
consideration he was doing what was right. In coming to this decision he had taken into account the Qld Productivity
Commissions report plus the report from the Queensland Law Society. Billy spoke both of his, and his family’s, history working in
the cane industry. Billy said his view is that the Bill gives growers real choice and provides fairness and a fair go for all.
Final speaker was ALP Minister for Agriculture Bill Byrne.
Amendments.

The Minister advised he was opposing both the Bill and the

KAP MP Shane Knuth spoke in response.
The process then moved to voting at around 10:30pm.
Firstly the various amendments were voted on....and only the MPs that were in the House were involved...from a very rough count
it looked like about 50% of both parties were there. It appeared that all amendments put forward by Shane Knuth were supported
by both parties but when it came to the amendments put forward by Deb Frecklington these were not supported by the ALP. This
resulted in “the bells being rung” ..which is a process whereby any MPs who are not in the House have a set time (around 4
minutes) to get to the House to be included in the vote. MPs came running and by the time the bells stopped ringing it looked like
every MP was in their seat.
The amendments from Deb Frecklington were then voted on and these got up 45 For and 43 Against. ALP 43 No, LNP 42 Yes,
KAP 2 Yes and independent (Billy Gordon) 1 Yes)=. Peter Wellington the Speaker of the house only votes if the voting is even.
The Amended Private Members Bill was then voted on with the same result 45 For and 43 Against.
It was all over by around 11pm.
Although we have won this battle, the Mills have declared the War is not yet over and by 11:18pm the ASMC had issued a Press
Release (click here for full release) saying they will work through all legal and government avenues to quash the Bill and the
industry is facing a long and protracted legal quagmire.
The Minister for Agriculture, Bill Byrne also had a Press release out by 11:39pm stating that the LNP and KAP had put a dark
cloud over Queensland and had put at risk the future economic growth of this state and had directly put at risk 16,000 sugar
industry jobs, future foreign investment and a billion dollar sugar industry. (Click here for the full Press release)
CANEGROWERS are now working through the next steps and as previously advised we encourage growers to hold back on
making any decision to sign the “Interim CSA” Wilmar had available in the past week or so.
*The above notes are Debra Burden’s observations and may not be correct.
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Marketing v’s pricing
In a press release earlier this week from the Australian Sugar Milling Council (ASMC) titled “Mills deliver choice for growers” (click
here) they replaced the words growers demand for “choice in marketing” with “choice in pricing”.
What is marketing and how is this different from pricing? QSL explains
Pricing raw sugar is generally done on the InterContinental Exchange # 11, or ICE11 as it's also known – a global raw sugar
market based in the US. This is where the daily sugar price that you see quoted in US cents per pound is derived from every d ay,
and where prices for sugar are locked in by buying and selling futures contracts.
Marketing is the negotiation that takes place between the seller of the sugar and potential buyers to determine who physically
receives the sugar. It involves negotiating the amount of sugar to be sold, the quality required, various premiums and details such
as the shipping requirements. All of these elements are above and beyond the pricing already done for the sugar concerned and
can have a big impact on the rest of the sugar exporting equation, including when you can price, shipping costs, storage
constraints and finance requirements.
Who does the pricing?
Wilmar growers currently determine how their Economic Interest (EI) in sugar is priced – either by nominating sugar for a QSLmanaged or Wilmar-managed pool, or conducting individual grower pricing, either by setting a target price or locking in a price
they are happy with. All Wilmar growers’ pricing is conducted on QSL’s book, with Wilmar passing growers’ pricing decisions on to
QSL and QSL subsequently executing them on the ICE 11 futures market.
Who does the marketing?
Marketing services for CBL growers’ EI in export sugar are currently provided by QSL, with Wilmar growers scheduled to move to
Wilmar’s marketing services from July 2017.
QSL have provided the following review on the components of your pool price, which demonstrates how pricing and
marketing are not the same.




The value in the physical marketing is worth far more than the 1% claimed by some industry participants.
Some elements which influence the final sugar price include:
a. CFR Premium
b. Polarisation
c. Freight Costs
d. Handling & Storage
e. Quality
f. QSL’s operational costs
g. Finance costs



Most of the costs and revenues are influenced by the marketer and the decisions that are made around the marketing program.



Marketing decisions and storage determine the tonnage allocated to each ICE 11 position; the marketer needs to ensure sales
are being made against the best ICE 11 contract to secure highest overall price.



There are many considerations when determining the which ICE 11 position to make sales against including:







Storage constraints and availability
Global supply/demand and how this influences regional freight premiums
Costs associated with financing stored sugar
When the customers want to take delivery of the sugar
Allowing flexibility and responsiveness in the sales program to manage crop and market fluctuations



The freight market can be volatile and fluctuates depending on global supply/demand, weather and fuel prices.



QSL is able to generate value by packaging cargoes, similar to bulk buying. We only work with financially secure vessel
owners. We choose the appropriate ship based on flexibility, suitability and price, and look at options available on additional
future cargoes.
Continues page 5
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Marketing v’s pricing
continued




Maximising premiums is essential as they represent a
larger contribution to the overall pool results and can
ultimately mean the difference between growers merely
covering costs or banking a profit.
The premium includes consideration of factors outside the
ICE 11 price including:

 Freight costs
 The regional premium (also known as the Far East
Premium)

 Shipping flexibility; and
 The quality attributes (other than polarisation) of any
alternative raw sugar available within a shipping period



Raw sugar refiners typically purchase raw sugar on the
basis of the most competitive Cost + Freight (CFR) or Cost
+ Insurance + Freight (CIF) delivered price for sugar.



This value is largely determined by the location of the nextbest alternative raw sugar for the customer and the cost of
freight.



Physical premiums are a reflection of varying quality grades
of raw sugar traded around the world. The deliverable
quality as per the Intercontinental exchange is 96 degrees
polarisation. QSL typically sells 98.8 polarisation sugar
which enables the extraction of polarisation premium in
acknowledgement of this superior quality.





QSL’s comprehensive quality control program and resulting
consistently high-quality product is a strong selling point in
the Asian market and is subsequently reflected in the
premiums secured from customers.
As well as paying suppliers in advance of the receipt of
sugar sales revenue, QSL uses its credit lines to facilitate
our extensive currency and raw sugar hedging program,
enabling our members to sell in the international
marketplace and forward price for future seasons.



During the 2013/14 Financial Year QSL accessed
financing through the Commercial Paper market and
maintained a $500 million stand-by credit facility; the
weighted average cost of funds was 2.90%, the lowest it
had been in five years.



Production risk is actively managed by QSL in three ways:
1. Leveraging geographic advantage and ability to control
shipping from six BSTs along the QLD coast
2. Monitoring crop estimates throughout the season
3. Operating the QSL Harvest Pool

Continued right for
sugar grower say in
marketing confirmed

Australia’s cane growers are pleased that it has been
confirmed that they will continue to have a legitimate right to
have a say in how their sugar is marketed. A crucial Bill for the
State’s cane growers passed in the Queensland Parliament
today, which will enforce their existing rights.
Peak grower group CANEGROWERS has today congratulated
the work done by Katter's Australian Party for their work in
drafting the bill, and the Liberal National Party for working
closely with KAP to agree on amendments. “It is pleasing to
see the strong leadership and a genuine spirit of cooperation
between KAP, LNP and the member for Cook, Billy Gordon.
They are to be commended for working together on a robust
solution for the good of the whole industry,” says
CANEGROWERS Chairman Paul Schembri.
The growers’ involvement in marketing decisions came under
serious threat when the nation’s three biggest millers sought to
wrest from growers their right to choose who markets their
share of the sugar. “This would have opened the way for
Australia’s mills to effectively set themselves up as the regional
monopoly marketer in their own mill districts,” explains Mr
Schembri.
“If allowed to proceed unchallenged, this would have allowed
the mills to unilaterally put their only other competition out of
business, leaving the way clear for mills to set up their own
marketing business in its place, with no competition.”
CANEGROWERS says that now the Bill has been passed, it
will be up to the whole industry to work together constructively
to ensure that the solutions bedded down are practical.
“We will be looking to work closely with the mills to ensure that
the legislation does what it sets out to do – to give the whole
sugar industry – growers and millers together – the
environment to thrive and prosper, which will be good for jobs
and for the State’s economy.”

This information is intended to provide a high-level description about some complex concepts
relating to sugar marketing and pricing. As such, the information is of a summary/simplified
nature and does not cover every aspect of the relevant concepts. The information should not
be relied on to make marketing/pricing decisions and it does not constitute financial product or
investment advice.
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Canegrowers maintain support for drumMUSTER
A focus on increasing drum returns from sugar growing areas is continuing to highlight the importance of the drumMUSTER
Program.
drumMUSTER and CANEGROWERS have run a joint promotional campaign for 3 years in the lead up to summer and the results
have vindicated the positive response by growers towards environmental management and waste reduction on their farms.
More than 2400 growers delivered over 135,000 empty agvet chemical containers to various collection sites in 2014-15. The
majority of these were in response to the end of year promotion.
With the 2015-16 summer fast approaching, increased participation continues to be drumMUSTER’s and Canegrowers principal
goal.
“Within the next year, I believe every sugarcane grower who can access drumMUSTER will be well and truly part of and fully
using the program,” said Paul Schembri, Chairman of CANEGROWERS Queensland.
“It makes sense for us as farmers – it’s such a convenient and responsible way to dispose of our farm chemical drums – cleaner,
safer and the program is supported by the sugarcane industry’s very own Smartcane BMP program
Queensland Regional Consultant Colin Hoey endorsed the comments from the Chairman adding that the goal is to have every
grower use the program at least once per year.
“We saw a fantastic result at the end of last season, so the challenge ahead is to build on this and encourage every grower to
choose drumMUSTER as their first choice for empty drum disposal – it’s convenient and free for eligible containers.”
drumMUSTER collection sites are spread across the state, with the majority receiving drums without the need for an
appointment. A receipt is issued on delivery which is proof of participation for industry programs such as Smartcane.
All containers presented at the collection must meet the program’s cleanliness standards. Containers must be free of any
chemical residue to ensure the safety of handlers.
As well as utilising drumMUSTER, growers are urged to register
any unwanted chemicals through the ChemClear program.
drumMUSTER National Program Manager Allan McGann said
chemical users should take advantage of both programs to
satisfy their QA auditors.
“Using programs like drumMUSTER and ChemClear not only
shows you’re meeting the requirements of QA programs, but
you’re also preventing waste from ending up in the wrong place,”
he said.
For further information on drumMUSTER or ChemClear, call
(02) 6230 4799 or log on to www.drummuster.com.au or
www.chemclear.com.au.
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Inkerman Lime & Gypsum
In critical times like now, between low prices, droughts, high
electricity costs, high water charges, YCS, and everything else
that gets thrown at farmers; it is now more important than ever
to keep the health of your soil at its optimum, so you can keep
productivity at its maximum. I know this too well, as I am a
farmer myself, with experience and interests in sugar cane,
small crops, heavy produce, mangoes, broad acre crops, and
forestry.

With all this in mind, can you afford not to use our
products?
Don’t sell yourself short! “Remember it pays, not costs,
to use our products.” If you can’t make money due to low
prices and all the above, the next best thing is to increase
productivity, or at least keep the productivity up as high as you
can. Keeping your soil in tip top condition is the best medicine
for those bigger production figures that will in turn result in a
much higher return. Without soil health you can feed your
crops all sorts of vitamins and minerals but will lack the
response that you will achieve by having the soil in optimum
health.

Let’s talk about input costs
In times of ever increasing costs of inputs and no letting down,
we at Inkerman Lime & Gypsum are proud to advise that
we have made some internal changes and a restructuring of
our business operations by purchasing our own heavy vehicles
for road transport, so we could reduce our product costs and in
turn pass on savings to the customer. In doing so, we created
extra jobs for our community, a win win for everyone.
We all should be asking other businesses who directly or
indirectly benefit from farmers in this region, to help farmers in
tough times to at least try to follow suit and reduce prices
wherever they can. This is my challenge to other local business
owners, “If I can, you can!”
I would also like to advise that a new crushing plant has
ensured a very finely ground product which is important for a
faster reaction in the soils. For those farmers who have their
own spreaders, we can do you a good deal on bulk deliveries.
“If things are a bit tight for you speak to us about a payment
plan.”

Please call Joe, Rosetta & Robert
for details on prices.

The above is a paid advertisement
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Pricing information
2015 Season Advances & Payments
as at 6 November 2015
$/tonne IPS
Initial *
20 August 15*
22 October 15*
17 December 15
21 January 16
18 February 16
17 March 16
21 April 16
19 May 16
23 June 16
Final Payment

% estimated
return

$227
$243
$266
$303
$312
$321
$331
$341
$351
$370
$390

80.0%
82.5%
85.0%
87.5%
90.0%
95.0%
100%

* paid
The Advance Program is a guide only. CANEGROWERS Burdekin takes no
responsibility for its accuracy. It only applies to growers who did not forward
price for 2015 (the default method). Growers who have forward priced for
2015 will be paid the same percentage of their final expected proceeds. For
individual advance rates check your grower forecast on the Wilmar website.

2016 Grower Pricing
Information Sessions
Wilmar and QSL would like to invite you to attend a 2016
season pricing information session in your region.
The purpose of these meetings is specifically to explain the
pricing/ pooling mechanisms, key dates and provide a sugar
market outlook to assist with growers’ decision making for the
upcoming season(s).
Jean- Vincent Piot from Wilmar Singapore’s team will be
presenting the market section and will be available to assist
with any queries you may have.
Ayr Showgrounds
Wednesday 9th December
9am, 11am or 2pm
No RSVP requirements for these meetings.

Wilmar Indicative Future Sugar Prices
as at 3 December 2015
Gross

$/Tonne IPS
Net

2015 Season
2016 Season

$446
$447

$426
$427

2017 Season

$436

$416

Estimated QSL 2015 Pool Prices
As at 30 October 2015
$/Tonne IPS
GROSS
QSL Harvest Pool

$386

QSL Actively Managed Pool

$407

QSL Guaranteed Floor Pool

$407

QSL US Quota Pool

$712

QSL 2-season Forward Pool 2015

$436

QSL 3-season Forward Pool 2015

$445

QSL 2-season Forward Pool 2016

$442

QSL 3-season Forward Pool 2016

$452

Growers can monitor QSL pool performance via the Price Pool Matrices
published on the QSL website (www.qsl.com.au). This information is updated
regularly and provides a sense of how the QSL-managed pools are performing
over the current season.
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Waterfind Burdekin
Haughton WSS Water
Market Summary
As at 30 November 2015

Allocations

Dam Storage

The above information is provided by Waterfind.
The
information provided is of a general nature only and must not
be relied upon in substitution for professional advice.
Waterfind accepts no responsibility for the accuracy,
completeness or timeliness of any information provided. For
more information click here.

Would you like to advertise in

canenews?
47.4%

Email bdk@canegrowers.com.au

3 Dec 2015

to receive more information
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DATES TO
REMEMBER
Sugar Industry Calendar
Click here

www.canegrowersburdekin.com.au

@BurdekinCANE

CANEGROWERS Burdekin Ltd

CANEGROWERS
members

free call

1800 177 159

For free advice on legal
issues contact
Canegrowers’ legal
advisor
Chris Cooper
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QFF &
NFF
Updates
CANEGROWERS

is an active
member of
National Farmers’
Federation (NFF)
and Queensland
Farmers
Federation
(QFF) , a
partnership
through which we
have been able to
concentrate and
leverage
influence in areas
of importance to
the cane
industry. As part
of a range of
services, NFF &
QFF provides a
range of
information,
including weekly
cross-commodity
updates.

QFF 10 things to know
1.

tThe State Gov has announced it will return the Vegetation Management Act (VMA) to the
Beattie/Bligh era. Queensland Country Life has described the decision as an example of why
'belt-a-farmer is back in favour on George St'.

2.

QFF are disappointed that Minister Lynham has been stripped of VMA responsibilities in favour
of Deputy Premier, Jackie Tradd. Dr Lynham had been committed to working with industry for
a sensible outcome.

3.

QFF industry member CANEGROWERS has refuted claims that the Australian Sugar Milling
Council has tabled a compromise acceptable to growers in the ongoing sugar marketing
dispute.

4.

'Government blindside Ag industry with mandatory quad bike helmet laws'. See QFF President
Stuart Armitage's QCL column HERE.

5.

Senior public servant Phillip Glyde has been appointed new Murray-Darling Basin Authority
CEO. National Irrigators named a key challenge as "rebuilding what has become a fractured
relationship between the MDBA and some Basin communities".

6.

BOM has released the Australian Water Resources Assessment Landscape model (AWRA-L)
website.The daily grid-based distributed water balance model is a useful tool for primary
producers. See HERE.

7.

Biosecurity Queensland has developed a video presentation about the new Biosecurity Act
2014. New biosecurity laws for Queensland will commence on 1 July 2016.

8.

The Federal Government again has delayed a decision on 'effects test' in response to Harper
Review on competition policy. The 'effects test' was a condition of the National's
Coalition agreement to restore market fairness.

9.

ABC Radio National has put together an article on 'Robots and the future of agriculture'. It
discusses the future role of agbots that could be deployed on farms to take on the work that is
currently done by humans.

10. The Queensland Government has opened the Advance Queensland Innovation Partnerships
funding for research projects. Queensland universities and research organisations can now
apply for grants of up to $1.5 million.

n
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Contact Us
HEAD OFFICE
141 Young Street, Ayr
bdk@canegrowers.com.au
Office Hours Mon - Thurs: 9am - 5pm
Fri: 9am - 3pm
4790 3600

Debra Burden

canenews is read by the majority of Burdekin cane
farmers and their families in the Burdekin. Copies
are also circulated to all CANEGROWERS Offices,
businesses, industry, politicians, Government
Agencies and members of the community.
PROJECT & TRAINING CENTRE
CANEGROWERS Hall,
68 Tenth Street, Home Hill

General Manager

Wayne Smith

Manager: Member Services

Michelle Andrews

Manager: Finance & Admin

0417 709 435
4790 3603
0428 834 802
4790 3604

Payroll & Administration

Martine Bengoa

Insurance Consultant

CANEGROWERS Burdekin Limited
ABN:

43 114 632 325

Postal Address: PO Box 933, AYR QLD 4807
Telephone:

(07) 4790 3600

Facsimile:

(07) 4783 4914

Email:

bdk@canegrowers.com.au

4790 3602

JP (Qual)

Tiffany Giardina

Published Weekly by:

4790 3601
4790 3605
0408 638 518

Email address: firstname_lastname@canegrowers.com.au
DIRECTORS
Phil Marano
Chair

marano@bigpond.com

0404 004 371

David Lando
Deputy Chair

david@landoandsons.com.au

0417 770 345

Russell Jordan

jorfar@exemail.com.au

0427 768 479

Owen Menkens

owen_menkens@hotmail.com

0409 480 179

Steven Pilla

mpbella@bigpond.com.au

0417 071 861

Roger Piva

rogerdpiva@gmail.com

0429 483 815

Sib Torrisi

sibbyt58@bigpond.com

0429 827 196

Arthur Woods

artywoods1@bigpond.com

0415 961 945

Please direct all advertising enquiries and materials
to the above.

Disclaimer
In this disclaimer a reference to “CBL ”, “we”, “us” or “our”
means CANEGROWERS Burdekin Limited and our
directors, officers, agents and employees. This newsletter
has been compiled in good faith by CBL . Although we do
our very best to present information that is correct and
accurate, we make no warranties, guarantees or
representations about the suitability, reliability, currency or
accuracy of the information we present in this newsletter,
for any purposes.
Subject to any terms implied by law and which cannot be
excluded, we accept no responsibility for any loss,
damage, cost or expense incurred by you as a result of
the use of, or reliance on, any materials and information
appearing in this newsletter. You, the user, accept sole
responsibility and risk associated with the use and results
of the information appearing in this newsletter, and you
agree that we will not be liable for any loss or damage
whatsoever (including through negligence) arising out of,
or in connection with the use of this newsletter. We
recommend that you contact CBL before acting on any
information provided in this newsletter.

CANEGROWERS Burdekin Payroll Service
At CANEGROWERS Burdekin we take the burden out of processing
payroll, from just $1 a day* our comprehensive payroll service will
cover all your reporting requirements.
Phone Tiffany today for a quote 4790 3600
* Two employees paid fortnightly with membership discount applied.

